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Methodology
The Angus Reid Group conducted an online survey from February 9-13,
2021, among a randomized representative sample of n=1,056 American
adults who are members of Angus Reid Forum US.
The survey was conceived by Eileen Campbell, co-founder and board
chair of ReidCampbell Group. Eileen is the former CEO of Millward Brown,
the former CMO of IMAX Corporation and a Member of the Board of
Directors for C200.

Research objective was to better understand how the pandemic,
and the events of the last year, have affected women and their
work.
The sample was balanced on age, gender, region and education.
For comparison purposes only, a probability sample of this size would
yield a margin of error of +/- 3.1 percentage points, 19 times out of 20.
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Since the onset of the pandemic,
which of these best describes your work environment?
39%

29% Working from home

17%

11%

12%
5%

Nothing
changed
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8%

Temporarily laid-off
Started working from
Now work partially
Switched to working
or furloughed, but Currently laid-off or
home, but have
from home and
from home and
have since returned
furloughed
since returned to my
partially from normal
continue to do so
to work
normal work location
work location

Base: All Respondents (n=1,049)

9%

Other
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Thinking about your work life,
would you say the pandemic has...?
Women
Hasn't changed anything about
how you work
Changed a few things about how
you work
Changed a lot of things about how
you work

Changed everything about how you
work

11%
27%

38% Changed a few
things/nothing

37%

62% Changed a
25%

lot/everything

Total
ANGUS REID GROUP

Base: Women (n=556)
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Thinking about your work life, would you say the pandemic
has...? (Men vs. Women Comparison)
Hasn't changed anything
about how you work
Changed a few things about
how you work
Changed a lot of things
about how you work
Changed everything about
how you work
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Men

Women

12%

11%

46%
34%

33%

21%

Base: All Respondents (n=1,049)

38%

Changed a few
things/nothing

27%

37%

54%

62%

Changed a
lot/everything

25%

Significantly
higher/lower than
men at 95%
confidence.
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Proportion of Women Who Agree with the Below Statements

We can expect many more changes in the way people
work in the future

(% agree)
85%

Technology has made it possible to work from
anywhere

84%

Workplace changes driven by the pandemic have been
particularly hard on women

Working from home improves work-life balance
Employers have become more demanding since the
pandemic

ANGUS REID GROUP

Base: Women, excluding N/A (n=various)

56%

44%

42%
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Proportion of Women Who Agree with the Below Statements
(% agree)
My work ethic is the same no matter where I’m working

79%

I want to be able to separate my work life from my home
life

70%

My job feels less secure since the pandemic
I’ve considered moving to a different place because of
changes in my work life
I worry that working from home will hurt my career
advancement prospects
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Base: Women, excluding N/A (n=various)

41%

31%

25%
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And of these, which three would be most valuable to you
personally?
Among Women
A 4-day work week

33%

Increased paid sick leave

24%

Increased mental healthcare benefits

17%

Option to work from home permanently

17%

Option to work from home some of the time

17%

Flexible start times to your workday

16%

Free medical testing at work

16%

An allowance/stipend to offset home office expenses

15%

Subsidies for your at-home internet service

13%

Student loan repayment assistance

13%

Access to free PPE
An expanded workplace cleaning protocol
ANGUS REID GROUP

11%
10%

Base: Women (n=556)
Note: Responses receiving less than 10% excluded from graph
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How optimistic or pessimistic are you that work will change in a
way that will make it more fulfilling for you, personally?
Women

Men
Very optimistic

10%

Somewhat optimistic

29%

Neither optimistic nor
pessimistic
Somewhat pessimistic
Very pessimistic

39%

37%

Optimistic

17%

28%

33%

32%

11%
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9%

28%

30%

Pessimistic

Base: All Respondents (n=1,049)

18%
12%
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ABOUT

The Angus Reid Group
Pollster and Sociologist Dr. Angus Reid established
his first research company in the mid 1970's. Since
then the research practice that bears his name has
gone through several transformations in response
to changing technology and client needs.
Today the Angus Reid Group is at the forefront of
inspired research backed by a unique combination
of technology, strategic consultants, decades of
research experience and a brand that is among
the most trusted in North America and around the
world.
The Angus Reid difference is accuracy, insight,
speed and commitment to quality.
ANGUS REID GROUP
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ABOUT

The Angus Reid Forum
The Angus Reid Forum is an extensive online
community of adults who voice their opinions
and share insights on a range of consumer
topics and current affairs.
Members answer questions by completing
short, easy and interesting surveys on issues
that matter.
Leaders and decision makers who want to know
what consumers think harness the Angus Reid
Forum to get in-depth perspectives. Forum
members are given a voice, influencing
decisions in their communities and across North
America.
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ABOUT

C200
Established in 1982, C200 fosters, celebrates, and
advances women’s leadership in business.
The organization includes more than 500 of the
world’s most successful women business leaders,
ranging from the C-suite of the world’s best-known
companies to trailblazing entrepreneurs.
C200 offers its members distinctive programming,
an incomparable peer network, and a supportive
community. Through targeted outreach and strong
support of future leaders, C200 also helps ensure
that women will continue to take increasingly
significant and visible leadership roles.
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Questions that matter.
Answers that count.
HELLO@ANGUSREID.COM
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